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1. Introduction 
In a celebrated remark, Kaplansky observed that the theory of von Neumann 
algebras implies that the abstract group algebra over a field of characteristic zero is 
von Neumann finite. This means that if x and y are elements of k[G] such that 
xy= 1 then it follows that yx= 1. In what is essentially the only known proof, 
Kaplansky first argues that the group algebra trace of a nonzero idempotent is a 
positive real number not exceeding 1 (5, p. 381. Since I- yx is an idempotent with 
zero trace, it must be zero. 
The same problem over fields of positive characteristic is open. For one thing, the 
trace of a nonzero idempotent may be zero. If G is the group of order three 
generated by c then t2+ t is an idempotent in Z/2Z[G] whose trace is zero. On the 
other hand, this idempotent can be lifted uniquely to the ‘p-adic group ring’ z2[G] 
where the resulting idempotent has trace 2/3. The hope is that a lifted trace can 
substitute for the very effective trace in characteristic zero. 
This paper is a preliminary study of the trace. We show that the trace of the lifting 
of an idempotent is independent of lifting. It is a function only of the equivalence 
class of an idempotent. Finally, and most important, the trace is always a p-adic 
integer. As a consequence, it is independent of specialization. 
Out general notation follows [5]. FP will denote the field with p elements and FP 
will be its algebraic closure. 2, is the ring of p-adic integers; its quotient field is QP. 
Throughout the paper A will denote a commutative algebra over the field FP. 
2. Witt vectors 
In this section we briefly review some properties of Witt vectors. The proofs can 
be found in Chapter II, 96 of 16). 
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If A is any commutative algebra over F, then the ring of Witt vectors W(A) 
consists of all sequences a= (ao, al, a2, . . . ) with aj EA and with addition and multi- 
plication given by ‘formal polynomial laws’: 
a+b=(So(a,b),Sl(a,b) ,...) and a-b=(&(a,b),Pl(a,b) ,... ). 
Here &(a, b) = a0 + b. and Po(a, b) = ao- bo. Obviously, projection on the first 
coordinate (written nA) is a ring homomorphism. 
W is actually a functor such that the following diagram commutes: 
W(A ‘) w(f) W(A) 
A’ &A 
Moreover, if A’ is a subring of A then we can regard W(A’) as a subring of W(A). 
Since we always have lFP G A, we always have W(5,,) G W(A). In particular, any 
rational integer is represented as a sequence in W(A) with coefficients in ffP. 
The shift map V: W(A)+ W(A) given by 
is an additive function whose image is an ideal. The canonical homomorphism 
which factors out this ideal is none other than nA. Set 
W,(A) = W(A)/ V” W(A) 
and let II,,: W(A)-+ W,(A) be the natural projection. 
The formula F(ao, al, a2, . . .) = (a,$‘, af, a$‘, .. .) defines a ring homomorphism 
F: W(A)+ W(A) such that Fo V= VoF=p. 
Lemma 2.1. V” W(A) + Vm W(A) c Vn+m W(A). 
Proof. Since every commutative algebra is the image of a polynomial algebra, we 
may assume that A is a domain. In this case, F is an injective ring homomorphism. 
If a, b E W(A) then 
F”+m(V”(a)- Vm(b))=F”+mV”(a)-F”+mVm(b) 
= pnFm(a) - pmF”(b) 
=F”+mVR+m(Fm(a)- F”(b)). 
Hence V”(a) - Vm(b) = V” + m(Fm(a) - F”(b)). 
Theorem 2.2. Let I be the kernel of nA. Then nT=, Ii= 0 and W(A) is I-adically 
complete. 
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Proof. I= VW(A), so Zir VjW(A) by the lemma. Obviously nT=, VjW(A) =O. 
Alternatively, [6] argues that W(A) is the inverse limit of IV,(A) corresponding to 
the projections -e-k IV,,_ i(A)+ W,,(A)+*--. Now if G is a group, there are induced 
ring homomorphisms 
w,- ,(A)[‘3 + W,(A)[Gl. 
We shall define W(A)[[G]] to be the inverse limit of W,(A)[G]. The homomorphism 
nA induces a homomorphism W(A)[[G]]-A[G] which we also call RA (or ni). If we 
denote its kernel by Z[[G]] then n;=, Z[[G]]j=O and W(A)[[G]] is Z[[G]]-adically 
complete. 
It helps to keep in mind the more concrete picture of W(ffP)[(G]]. A typical 
element is formally an infinite linear combination C a,g where g E G, age 2, and 
lag/ +O for the usual valuation on 2,. The resulting algebra is the p-adic cousin to 
the more familiar Li-algebra with coefficients in the complex numbers. 
3. Lifting idempotents 
Let A be an ffP-algebra nd let G be a group. We have established that W(A)[[G]] 
is Hausdorff and complete with respect o powers of an ideal. It is well known that 
in such a case idempotents may be lifted. 
Theorem 3.1. For each idempotent eE A[G] there exists an idempotent 
&E W(A)[[G]] with n,(S)=e. 
Unfortunately, there may be many liftings of e. We shall describe and analyze an 
invariant of these liftings. Recall that if R is any ring and G is a group then the trace 
tr : R[G] +R is defined by 
tr( C rgg) = r~ - 
If we take the inverse limit of the family of traces tr : W,(A)[G]+ W,(A), we obtain a 
trace tr : W(A)[[G]] -+ W(A) which commutes with projections: 
W&)[G] A w,(A) 
In the concrete representation for A = iTP, we have the expected equality 
tr( C a,g) = 01. 
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Fundamental to this paper is the fact that tr(&) is an invariant of e, independent of 
lifting. This depends on: 
Cliff’s formula [I]. Let R be a ring of prime-power characteristic p”. If k is an 
integer, kr n, and rlr r2, . . . , T,,,ER, then for s=p”-’ we have 
(C r;)PQ+ c (f;,Ti*...fi,)p”-“+’ 
where the sum on the right is over all s-tuples (il. i2, . . . , is) with 15 ij I m and where 
/3 is a finite sum C (u~u~- D,u,) for u,. V,E R. (It is customary to write /3~ [R, RI.) 
Theorem 3.2. If @ and e’ in W(A)[[G]] are idempotents with n,($)= nI(C) then 
tr(e) = tr(P). 
Proof. Let e=n,@))EA[G]. The function which sends a in A to (a,O,O,...) in 
W(A) induces a function which sends e in A[G] to some element f in W(A)[G] c 
W(A)[[G]]. We prove the theorem by showing that 
tr(a = iirr tr(ffl). 
By construction, e^- f E VW(A)[[G]]. For notational simplicity set ek= n&), 
fk = nk(f), and hk = ek- fk. As the trace commutes with projections, it is enough to 
show that for all k, 
tr(ek) = tr(f[“) as elements in W,(A)[G] 
for n sufficiently large. 
Fix a particular k. Notice that Wk(A)[G] has characteristic pk; indeed, if a E W(_4) 
then pka = Vk(Fk(a)) E VkW(A). Therefore Cliff’s formula applies: 
ek=ef=(fk+hk)dt=p+ 1 (ai,***aiP,_,)P”-t” 
where n 1 k, aii is either fk or hk, and flE [ Wk(A)[G], W&i)[G]]. Take the traCe Of 
each side. 
tr(ek) = c tr[(ai, -” (Ijb~_,)P”-‘+‘]S 
Consider any n r 2k - 1. Then pnek+ ’1 pkr k. If, in one of the products a;, *a. aipr_,, 
a factor ab is equal to hk then the product lies in 14Vk(A)[G]. By Lemma 2.1, 
(ai,ai, a** ai,,-,) p”-k+‘E Vkbf’&d)[G] =o. 
Thus for n z 2k - 1, the equality of traces reduces to 
tr(ek) = tr(ff)- 
One expects a good invariant for idempotents to have an additional property. If 
two idempotents are equivalent (that is, if the right ideals they generate are 
isomorphic as modules), the invariant ought to agree on the idempotents. In our 
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case, the ‘lifted trace’ has the desired property because equivalent idempotents can 
be lifted to equivalent idempotents in the general setting of Hausdorff I-adically 
complete rings. Since this observation is not as accessible as Theorem 3.1, we sketch 
it below. 
Theorem 3.3. If e and f are equivalent idempotents in A [G] then there exist 
equivalent liftings e^ andj in W(A)[ [Cl]. As a consequence, tr(q = tr(J). 
Proof. Idempotents e and f in a ring are equivalent if and only if there exist 
elements a and b in the ring such that 
e=ab, f =ba, ea=a, be=b. 
(Cf. [3, Chapter 2, Theorem 141.) 
Assume we have found appropriate a and b in A[G]. Lift e to any idempotent C 
and inductively construct a,, and b, in W,,(A)[G] as follows: 
(i) a,=a, bl=b. 
(ii) Ifs, is any preimage of a,_ I in W,,(A)[G] and t, is any preimage of b,_ I then 
set a,, = z,(C)s,, and 
b, = 2t,Tc,(@ - tnzn(6)s,tn~,(S). 
a, and b, have respective limits ri and 6 in W(A)[[G]] such that &=d6, 26 =ci, and 
68= 6. (Essentially, a calculation shows that these equalities hold at each stage.) 
Clearly 6d is a lifting off. 
Finally, tr(6d) = tr(ci6). 
We summarize the results of this section in a single statement. 
Corollary 3.4. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p. To each idempotent 
eE k[G] is associated a unique value tr(g) E W(k) which is the same for all 
idempotents equivalent o e. 
4. Integrality of the trace 
In this section we prove that the lifted trace of an idempotent is always a p-adic 
integer. The idea is to prove the result first when the coefficient field is finite and 
then to use a specialization argument. 
We review some field theory over OP. Let k be a finite field with q =pf elements 
and have R denote the ring of Witt vectors over k. Let K be the quotient field of R. 
According to [6, Chapter IV, $41 and [4, p. 671: 
(1) K is the unique unramified extension of oP of degree f. 
(2) K= Qp(a) where a! is a primitive (q - 1)st root of unity. 
(3) Gal(K/Q,) = Z/f Z! is generated by an automorphism F such that F(z) = zp for 
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every (4 - 1)st root of unity z E K. The map F sends R to itself; its restriction to R is 
the function F defined earlier. 
(4) The elements or at, . . . , (~9~~ fall into distinct residue classes modulo p. (They 
are coset representatives of the units in k.) 
(5) VR = pR, so W,(k) = R/p”R. According to (4), the images of the powers of a 
comprise the (q- 1)st roots of unity in R/p”R. 
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a finite field with q=pf elements. If e is an idempotent in 
k[G) then tr(&?)E&E W(k)forany lifting to an idempotent 2~ W(k)[[G]]. 
Proof. It suffices to show that tr(E) E @,, as tr(6) E R and R fl QP= 2,. In view of 
(3), we have to prove that tr(6) = F(tr@). As usual, we prove this one stage at a time. 
The automorphism F induces a ring homomorphism F,: R/p”R+R/p”R for each 
n. By (5), the ring R/pnR contains all (q - 1)st roots of unity and F, acts on them by 
raising to the pth power. Set en= n,(&). By commutativity of the diagram 
F 
R[[G]] A R - R 
Rn’ Rn’ F lRn 
R/p”R[G] A R/pnR n R/p=R 
it suffices to show that tr(e,) = F,,(tr(e,)) for each n E IN. 
We adapt a technique due to Zalesskii [5, p. 481. 
Fix n E N. Let S be the support of e, in G and consider 
IS,= {g=Xi, ‘“X$n_l lx+ ES and the order of g is a power of p). 
Since this is a finite set, there exists m E N such that g@“= 1 for all gc S,. Let 
I = (f+ 1)n + m - 1. If we write 
e, = c u$ where U,E R/p”R 
xss 
then by Cliff’s formula 
e,=e:‘=/?+ C {u,P”~“+‘~x~*~“+~~xES~S~~~~~S}. 
p” - 1 hctors 
Hence 
tr(e,)= C u{‘++‘, 
XES, 
because I -n + 1 r m. Moreover, u!‘-~+’ = (ur)@. 
Set u,= u,p”, an element of R/p”R. We argue that if u$#O then o, is invertible. 
Indeed, if v,=p. w then v,Q”=p@’ . wq”. But q”z 2”~ n, so p” 1 pq” and hence v,4” = 0. 
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Therefore 
tr(e,) = C uz” 
where o, is a unit in R/p”R. This group of units has order #‘-Q”- ’ so UC = u$-‘. If 
we set w~=u$“-’ we find that w, is a (Q- 1)st root of unity in R/p”R (because 
wz = wX) and 
tr(e,) = C w,. 
Now repeat the previous argument with A + 1 replacing A: 
tr@,)= c &i+“-“+‘, c @)@.P= c (f$)P= c w,“. 
xes, 
Hence 
F,(tr(e,)) = F,( C w,) = C w,” = tr(e,). 
To move the general statement we need several emmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Let A be an IFr-algebra nd assume aE W(A). If there are rational 
integers n(k) such that n(k) - a E Vk W(A) for all k, then a E W(lFr). 
Proof. Recall that when the shift map V is restricted to W(FJ = & it is simply 
multiplication by p. Thus the assumptions of the lemma can be restated 
a=lim n_-0 n(k) with n(k) E 2,. Since 2, is complete, a E 2,. 
The next lemma is one of the many versions of the Nullstellensatz [2]. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose A is an affine domain over FP. Lf a E A is such that f(a) E FP 
for all homomorphisms f : A + FP then a E Fr. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose A is an affine domain over FP. If aE W(A) is such that 
W(f)(a) E W(FJ for all homomorphisms f : A --* FP then a E: W(ffJ. 
Proof. We inductively construct a sequence of integers n(k) such that 
n(k) - a E Vk W(A). 
For k = 1, notice that functoriality implies that f nA(a) E FP for all maps f: A-* PP. 
By Lemma 4.3, zA(a)E FP. That is, there exists an integer n(1) such that 
rcA(n(l)) = nA(a). Hence n(l) -aE VW(A). 
Assume we have constructed n(k) so that n(k) -aE Vk W(A). Write 
n(k)-a= V(b). We claim that the hypotheses of the lemma apply as well to 6. 
Indeed, if f: A+ FP is a homomorphism then 
VkW(f)(b)= W(f)P(b)= W(f)(n(k)-a)E W(Ft,). 
Obviously, then, W(f)(b)E W(FJ. Now apply the previous section to b: there is an 
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integer m such that b-m E VW(A). Hence 
(n(k) - #m) - a = Vk(b - m) E Vk + ’ W(A). 
Theorem 4.5. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p. If e is an idempotent in 
k[G] then the lifted trace tr(C) E 2,. 
Proof. Since e is a finite linear combination of elements in G, the FP-algebra 
generated by its coefficients is an affine domain A inside k. For all practical 
purposes e E A [G]. 
Because the idempotent may be lifted in any way when calculating the trace, we 
lift e to 6~ W(A)[[G]]. Consider any homomorphism f: A +Fp. By functoriality, 
W(f)(P) is an idempotent in W(f(A))[[G]]. Notice that f(A) is actually a finite field. 
Theorem 4.1 now implies that tr( W(f)(g)) = PV(f)(tr($)) lies in 2,. By Lemma 4.4, 
tr(@ E 2,. 
The theorem has several interesting consequences. First observe that any 
idempotent E in W(k)[[G]] is a lifting of its projection down to k(G]. Hence tr(E) is 
always a p-adic integer. 
Many readers may share the authors’ preference for finite extensions of 2, over 
the more general Witt vectors. Theorem 4.5 allows one to forego any further 
consideration of the more abstract set-up. The essence of the proof is that the lifted 
trace can be calculated by firsf specializing in any way and then lifting. In other 
words, begin with the idempotent eEA[G]. Take a homomorphism, @, to a finite 
field and then lift @(e) to e@). The lifted trace of e is trf&$), which is independent 
of @I. 
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